Bionic Band - The science behind our products.
The Bionic Band® family of products differentiating factor is its “Proton Alignment Resonance
Technology” (P.A.R.T.™), which aligns the protons of the nucleus of base minerals (metal, glass,
and much more) at a subatomic level. A state of the art system aligns all the protons of the
mineral content in The Bionic Band® family of products to spin (or resonate/vibrate) the same
way. Once this “imprinted” material comes in close contact with a body of water (humans are
about 70% water), all the protons in your body "mimic" the protons in the imprinted material. This
causes every proton in every cell your body to work together as a team. Users of The Bionic
Band® family of products will feel a dramatic, powerful, and instant difference in their strength,
balance, and energy.
In simple terms The Bionic Band® family of products are basically "tuning forks" that you wear or
consume which sends a specific frequency throughout your body and makes your cells "vibrate"
at the same frequency (known as "sympathetic resonance"). Without it, the cells your body will
vibrate at the thousands of different frequencies that are being transmitted among the airwaves
from cell phones, wireless networks, TV’s, Power Lines...and many more.
This is not a new science, as Albert Einstein's famous E=mc2 mathematically described how
matter is nothing more than a form of energy, and that all energies vibrate. The Bionic Band®
family of products insures that your energy vibrates the way it was meant to.

P.A.R.T
Proton Alignment Resonance Technology

Imagine you have trillions of protons in your body, and you are consistently being bombarded with
thousands of different frequencies. These frequencies come from such things as cell phone
towers, power lines, radio and TV stations (each station is a different frequency), computers and
their monitors, and just about anything that you plug into the wall. These frequencies cause the
protons in your body to resonate (vibrate) and mimic all of those external frequencies.
When the cells and protons in your body resonate at all of those thousands (and possibly even
millions) of different frequencies, it causes you to become weaker and unbalanced. Think of
each one of those protons as a tiny little gyroscope. When they resonate at different frequencies
this causes them to spin in all different directions. This means that they are unbalanced and also
fighting each other, which wastes a lot of energy.

Energy
We are consistently asked, “Why do I feel so much energy when wearing the band?” The answer
is simple: When all of your protons are lined up they are no longer fighting each other, which
means that they are now holding a great deal of energy. This proton-aligned state also stimulates
the mitochondria in your cells.
This principal is exactly the same reason an MRI works. An MRI affects the protons as well, but it
uses a large magnet to line them all up. This is not when they take the picture however. They
switch (or pulse) the magnet off, which then allows your protons to relax and release the energy
they were holding. It’s this energy release that creates the image on the MRI screen. That’s a lot
of energy!
Now imagine, when you wear the Bionic Band®, we are also lining up your protons, not with a
magnet, but with a simple frequency (or vibration). This is why you feel much more energy when
wearing the Bionic Band® family of products.

Pain Relief
Everyone who wears a Bionic Band® does so for different reasons. Some people wear the Bionic
Band® because of reported pain relief. How is this possible?
Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) likens the human body to a highly complex electrical circuit.
Like any electrical circuit it must be kept in good working order for it to function effectively, and if
the circuit breaks down the result may be seen as pain, fatigue and or illness. One of the major
assumptions in TCM is that health is achieved by maintaining the body in a “balanced state” and
that disease is due to an internal imbalance of yin and yang. This imbalance leads to blockage in
the flow of energy along pathways known as meridians.
TCM theorizes that it is essential for energy, as well as blood, to circulate in a continuous and
unobstructed manner for optimal health of the mind and body. Acupuncture meridians, or
channels, are the pathways through which the energy flows throughout the body. Acupuncture
points lie along the meridians and are the holes that allow entry into the acupuncture meridians.
The acupuncture points provide gateways to influence, redirect, increase, or decrease body’s vital
substances, energy and blood, thus correcting many of the body’s imbalances.
When you place the Bionic Band® on your body, you are creating that same balance and also
opening up the energy pathways (circuits) by aligning the protons and creating that "cellular
teamwork". All this without the needles of TCM

Reported to Help Relieve - Low Energy, Carpel Tunnel, Muscular Pain,
Arthritis, Poor Sleep, Joint Pain, Back Pain and Stress. And enhance –
Balance, Strength, Flexibility, Coordination, Energy, and Mobility.

Testimonials
I want to say thank you so much for introducing my son and I to the Bionic Band. As you know, I
have a 4 year old special needs son. Among some of his diagnoses, his autism and ADHD were
the hardest to manage. From day one I had decided not to go the pharmaceutical medication
route, it just doesn't seem right to me to raise a pill bottle.
Before you and the Bionic Band walked into my life I had tried everything from behavioral therapy
to a structured gluten free diet. All of which were dead-ends for the both of us. His behavior was
impossible to deal with. I couldn't take him out in public for fears of the physical outbursts against
strangers, him breaking things, or worse injuring himself during one of his tantrums. I even use to
have to get a baby sitter to go grocery shopping.
Then one day you walked into my workplace and struck up a conversation. The first time I met
you I was pretty skeptical of the band. I had wondered how can a "force" change a person’s
behavior? After talking it over with a few family members I decided to give the bionic band a
shot...and I'm GLAD I did. Almost immediately my son calmed down. His hyper-active tendencies
are now under control, his physical outbursts are no more, he's attention span is phenomenal and
as a direct result of his attention span improving his vocabulary has grown immensely. It's so nice
to hear my son say mommy and to finally see a smile on his face!!! His preschool teachers were
absolutely shocked with the complete turnaround. They have stated that he will now sit during
circle time and doesn't throw fits or argue with other children anymore. I love the Bionic Band not
only for the improvement it has made in my son's life but because we now live everyday without
the slightest stress of what we can do or where we can go. So again, I just want to say thank you
for everything. I owe you the world, because you gave me mine!"
- Jennifer & Adeyn O.
“The experience of wearing the Bionic Band is unique for someone like me. I happen to be a
medical doctor, but I have experienced health problems concerning my wrist and knees. As time
passes, continuous strain of these areas increase, and affect my daily regime, even so, that as I
am writing a prescription for a patient, my pen drops.
Years of gruesome writing from pre-med to the completion of specialty training in my clinical
practice has finally caught up. I have been diagnosed with a condition called bilateral median
nerve damage known as carpal tunnel which deforms me due to diminished strength and
decreased fine motor. This is less than suitable for my position in the medical field. After what
seems a relentless search in getting my motor skills back, I finally have found something that
works. Being introduced to the Bionic Band, I instantly noticed the return of strength in my hands.
At first I was at disbelief that a simple wristband could provide such magical results. My ability to
meet the odds against physical resistance, however, convinced me of the efficacy of this product.
I soon discovered that the various metals in this band are what provide such energy, strength,
and proper alignment in my hands. Gaining your strength in the time of heavy office workload can
be such an encouraging and life saving experience for anyone including others like myself. As
someone who has faced the despairing position in losing my necessary motor skills, I strongly
recommend trying this wrist band, and experiencing the overall energy and strength it adds to
one's life."
- Aida Franco M.D.
“What has the bionic band done for me?
"I was hurt quite badly, by a work related 60-foot fall, over 30 years ago and had to have a major
back operation, which caused me to be on permanent disability. I also have a damaged shoulder

from the accident and the pains have never gone away without taking morphine.
I have been wearing the bionic band on my wrist for the last three weeks. I have been able to cut
back on the amount of morphine I use and the pain has disappeared. Also my whole body is full
of arthritis and it is extremely hard to be pain free. Since putting on the bionic band the arthritic
pain has gone away. I am 66 years old and feel much better than I have in 30 years.
I believe everyone should try the band to feel as good as I do."
- Bill Mitchell
"I fell and injured my hip and lower back a few years ago and have been going to the Chiropractor
for a few years for the pain. Then our insurance changed and I could no longer afford to go so I
had to deal with the pain on my own. I was taking Ibuprofen for the pain and to get through the
night at work.
A friend of ours told me about the bionic band and how it helped his back pain so I ordered one
and this is the best thing ever. I have no back or hip pain anymore. I can finally sleep at night
without my hip and back waking me up. Thank you so much for this product. For me it is the best
thing my money has bought lately."
- Jean F.
" My wife ripped off my neck my Bionic pendant and refuses to give it back! After wearing it one
day, she claims that it has helped her to win the club championship!
My wife is not easily persuaded so this is quite a testimonial as far as I am concerned. Next time I
see you, I would like to buy a couple more of the pendants if there are any to be had. I need to
redress the balance of power in my home!
- Roger L.
We have bands, bracelets, pendants and a collar for your pets.

Pet Collar

What is the difference between your product and some of the others that are available?
It depends on the product. However, most of the comparable "bracelets" in the marketplace that
claim to have effects similar to ours do not test the same way ours does. With our product's you
can perform the strength and balance test to demonstrate that it works NOW. Other products do
not provide a test with immediate results.

Call or Email Dr. Diane for more information on how to order
at a discounted Price!
Dr. Diane Spindler CTN
PO Box 959 Indian Hills
Colorado, 80454
diane@mountainholistic.com
www.mountainholistic.com
303-697-1736 ph
303-697-6687 fax

